Nutritional Diabetes Education: More than Just Nutrients
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Abstract

There is sufficient evidence to support the positive effectiveness of nutritional diabetes education with collaborative information, lifestyle, and skills teaching interventions among patients with diabetes improve patients' nutritional and clinical status, effectiveness of treatment, quality of life and survival. Nevertheless, it is not just talk about nutrients; the nutritional diabetes education is more complex. A patient who receives the information turns it into knowledge through mental processes and is in control of what they learn and what they do with the information. Thus, an effective nutritional diabetes educator finds ways to develop the skills to ‘sell’ their messages by tailoring them to suit the individual. The better informed, more accomplished diabetes educators will succeed in helping their patients to maintain better control. This review summarizes current research findings on the nutritional management of DM and diabetes education, in order to promote an improvement in everyday application of nutritional diabetes education.
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Introduction

Diabetes has become a major public health problem for the global increasing prevalence of diabetes. There will be 366 million people with diabetes in 2030, a growing public health concern across the world [1]. Therefore, robust strategies aimed at the prevention and treatments of diabetes are needed.

In early 1920s, Joslin emphasized the importance of diabetes education and in the 1970s Miller demonstrated with evidence a link between reduced hospital admissions for ketoacidosis and hypoglycemia and diabetes education [2]. Actually researches suggest knowledge is important, in general, low level of knowledge is associated with unfavorable nutritional behaviors [3]; however, knowledge alone is not enough to encourage people to engage in effective self-care. We must focus on a good therapeutic relationship. Patients with diabetes often fear that disappointing results at their nutritional visit will earn disapproval or judgment, but the most welcome standpoint of the current experts in nutritional diabetes education is to be nonjudgmental and thoroughly supportive of those whom they serve, those with diabetes. Also, encourage diabetes educators to reflect on what they read and what they need to know to develop the courage to really teach, rather than just provide information. It is not just talk about nutrients; the nutritional diabetes education is more complex. A patient who receives the information turns it into knowledge through complicated mental processes and is in control of what they learn and what they do with the information. Thus, an effective nutritional diabetes educator finds ways to develop the skills to ‘sell’ their messages by tailoring them to suit the individual. To do so, the educator must be open to new information sourced from numerous places and must know how to apply the information effectively [4].

The better informed, more accomplished diabetes educators will succeed in helping their patients to maintain better control of their diabetes. The goal is to bring wealth of valuable information that can support them in the daily challenge of living with a chronic disease whose complications can, indeed, be life-threatening. Importantly, the physical aspects of people’s reactions cannot be separated from their emotional,
social, economic and environmental circumstances. Thus, the educator’s social and emotional intelligence is as, or more, important than their knowledge of diabetes, the disease [5]. This critical review of the literature summarizes the current results on the nutritional management of DM and education, in order to promote an improvement in the daily application of nutritional, education by dietitians, nutritionists and health professionals in diabetes.

Energy and weight management

In the programs of diabetes self-management education, Nutrition plays a principal role, because is a key component in the long-term health and quality of life. Recent guidelines in nutritional treatment of diabetes have heightened the need for a medical nutrition therapy (MNT) for all people with diabetes at -or soon after-diagnosis to improve the diabetes control and avoid complications [6].

The MNT includes a nutritional therapy realized by a professional in nutrition and dietetics [a registered dietitian (RD) in US, a Licensed Nutritionist-Dietitian (LD/N) or a similarly credentialed nutrition professional in Latin America], also includes a comprehensive diabetes self-management education (DSME) program realized by a Diabetes Educator [7]. The American Association of Diabetes Educators also recognizes the importance of healthful eating as a core self-care behavior [6].

There is sufficient evidence to support the positive effectiveness of nutritional education with collaborative information intervention, lifestyle intervention, and skills teaching intervention among patients with diabetes [8-10]. Although nutritional intervention and health education can improve patients’ nutritional status, clinical status, effectiveness of treatment, quality of life, daily functioning, and survival. Attention to food portions and weight management, combined with physical activity, can help to improve glycemic control. A recent review found that engagement in diabetes education led to a statistically significant decrease in HbA1c levels, especially a combination of group and individual education results in the largest decreases in HbA1c [11]. In addition, it is important to provide not only written material, but verbal material as well. This is even more pertinent in rural populations where illiteracy is highest. A study in India stated that a home based education with video teaching reduces the cost of the program with clinical benefits [12]. In a study of Latino patients, education on lifestyle modification was provided through video presentations, verbal explanations, and written material. Lifestyle modifications that were discussed include smoking cessation and exercise for 30 minutes, three times per week. At the conclusion of the study, HbA1C scores of participants decreased by 0.5% or more in 71% at 6 months, 63% at 12 months, 57% at 18 months, and 64% at 24 months [13], so the time of the intervention it is also important.

In a nutritional level, if the person with diabetes is overweight (BMI 25.0-29.9kg/m2) or obese (BMI ≥30kg/m2), the goal of nutritional diabetes education is recommend a healthful eating pattern in order to reduce energy intake and increase of physical activity [7]. A weight loss of 10% of initial body mass is modest, but includes several benefits for persons with diabetes as improved glycemic, blood pressure, and/or lipids. This goal can be achieved by reducing moderately the energy consumption in 300 to 500Kcal/day and increasing the energy expenditure between 200 to 300Kcal/day.

The motivational counseling is important to achieve this goal. Studies by Hawkins [14] and Samuel Hodge et al. [15] have shown motivational counseling decreases HbA1C and body weight levels in diabetic patients. Motivational counseling consists of counseling visits, group sessions, phone or e-mail contacts, postcards reflecting on experiences, discussing nutritional problem solving, and encouraging participants. Consistent counseling and follow-up are the keys to success for a better nutritional status, as long as the patient has access to the appropriate resources.

Motivational counseling should also be included to encourage and empower the diabetic patient to take control of his or her life and disease process. With proper education, the diabetic patient will be able to make informed choices, and this has been shown to alter the course of the disease process. In summary, it is necessary to provide nutritional diabetes education that is culturally sensitive and accessible for the patient. This education may be in group classes or one-on-one counseling. The nutritional diabetes education must be presented in a variety of formats such as online classes, brochures/pamphlets, hands-on demonstrations or videos depending on the abilities and/or limitations of individuals [16].

Macronutrients

The Mediterranean diet is a common dietetic pattern for the diabetes treatment [17]. The 2000-2300Kcal a day that need an adult man are distribute in 55% from carbohydrates (cereals, grains, legumes, fruits, vegetables), preferably complex, with a low glycemic load, 30% from fats (oil, margarine, nuts and seeds) and 15% from proteins (meat, poultry, fish, eggs and dairy products). It is a good dietetic option because are based on a greater consumption of vegetable rather than animal proteins, increase the mono and polyunsaturated fats and promotes a high intake of dietary fiber (vegetables and fruits), on a high consumption of fish and legumes and a moderate alcohol consumption.

Although extensive research has been carried out on macronutrient distributions of energy, the recently guidelines found that there is no ideal mix of macronutrients for a better diabetes control, so these proportions should be individualized [7]. In order for a community diabetes education, we can use a more didactic image as a healthy plate.
Thus a healthy diet especially focus the attention to the selection and preparation of foods, rather than the proteins, fats and carbohydrates, should increase the change of habits. Especially, if it is in an educational program than determine how to address the barriers to change. In this order of ideas, the patient needs to know how to make the change, why it is required and has adequate support to make that lifestyle change [18]. Therefore, the diabetes healthy plate Figure 1 is a simple and effective way for nutritional diabetes education.

![Figure 1: The diabetes healthy plate.](image)

In the diabetes healthy plate the macronutrients are translate in 6 food groups (vegetables, starches, meats, fats, fruits, and drink). Each is described below:

A. Vegetables: It refers to non-starchy vegetables, defines as those containing about 5 grams of carbohydrate per serving (i.e. broccoli, lettuce, tomatoes, etc.), while the vegetables that contain about 15 grams of carbohydrate per serving are denominated starchy vegetables and are classified in the Starches group (i.e. potatoes and other tubercles, corn, and legumes as black beans, etc.).

B. Starches: Includes food with high content of carbohydrates (near 15g per serving) as grains, starchy vegetables, and dry beans and peas. The educator must promote the intake of whole grains because they have an elevated content of dietary fiber and help maintain normal blood sugar and lipids levels. It is important emphases as key message that actually, there is no evidence to suggest the use of low-carbohydrate diets (with a restriction to below 130g/day) in people with diabetes [7].

C. Meats: Is a group of foods with a high protein content. Includes meats (beef, pork, etc.), poultry (chicken, turkey, etc.), fish (salmon, sardine, etc.), cheese, eggs and soybeans derivate (textured vegetable protein, tofu, etc.). A key recommendation is to eat lean cuts of meat or remove the skin from poultry before eating it, for reduce the intake of saturated fats. Also is important promote blue fish consumption, especially sardines or salmon at least twice a week, in order to increase the omega 3 intake.

D. Fats: It is important to have an adequate daily intake of healthy fats and oils, because they have several important functions in the body, so, diabetic people can choose a healthy lipid option. This group includes healthy fats as margarine, fruits with a high content of fat as avocado or olives (near 5g of fat per serving, especially monounsaturated), vegetables oils (olive, canola, etc.), nuts and seeds (also they are a good source of proteins).

E. Fruits: Include the most of fruits, preferably whole and fresh. The fruits are excellent source of fiber, several vitamins, minerals and photochemical than are healthful for persons with diabetes.

F. Drink: This group completes the healthy plate. It includes low-calorie drinks like water, unsweetened tea or coffee. Also is recommendable to intake a glass of fat free milk or yogurt a day for complete the calcium requirement. Is unnecessary to have a glass of milk in each meal.

The principal idea of the diabetes healthy plate is to start with a 9 in plate (22.86 cm). A half should be covered in non-starchy vegetables, the other half should be split evenly between a 25% for meats and 25% for starches; additionally we should add a fruit portion, a healthy fat portion and a drink. In this way, the persons with diabetes are able to correctly plan breakfast, lunch, and dinner meals and improved their nutritional control without count calories or grams of proteins, fats and carbohydrates.

Another important topic is the control of the portions. Serving portions must be individualized and prescribed by a
dietitian [7]; in nutritional diabetes education, we can promote the dietetic plan using a general approximation to daily portions with effective methodologies as handy or common items guides.

Handy guide: this methodology uses the hand as a useful guide to controlling the food portions [19,20]. In example, the palm of their hand should equate to the amount of meat that they should eat, approximately 3 once of meat. For vegetables the guide is the two double handfuls, etc. Common items guide: uses the some regular household items as visual aids to properly estimate portions sizes [21]. In example: 1-cup raw leafy vegetables are like a baseball and one small potato is like a computer mouse, etc. Nutritional diabetes education using portion sizes guides and healthy alternative cooking methods were reduced the HbA1C levels nearly 1.0% [22]. Illiterate patients would benefit most from hands-on demonstrations and videos.

Diabetes educators also can use several others educational material for their patients. For example the 'ABCs of diabetes' (HbA1C, blood pressure, and low-density lipoprotein cholesterol values). This tool was mailed to participants in a study conducted by Dettori et al. [23], and they found at study end than participants achieved up to a 0.5% reduction in HbA1C. Another educational tool for nutritional diabetes education is provider-led discussions, in which patients are involved to talk about their personal experiences to help others in the group. It is a very successful education workshops [24]. The telemedicine or televises (online discussions) were also implemented with diabetes educators using goal-setting for lifestyle change to lower HbA1C. All of these provider-led discussions had great success, with a reduction up to 0.7% in HbA1C scores [25].

Beyond nutrients

There are others important topics in the nutritional diabetes education beyond nutrients, like promote an optimal use of left and right cerebral hemispheres. It may help patients to cope with their disease and has a better knowledge. The left-brain is analytical, centered on the use of words and of numbers the elaboration of lists, sequences and linear analysis. While, right-brain hemisphere participates in the holistic and creative approach, centered on imagination, intuitive free thinking, emotional participation, etc. [26].

Nutritional diabetes educators have the responsibility to provide information (left brain), but also stimulate the creative right brain with enjoyable and memorable educational programs. In example, you can teach about the food group classification and the daily portions than people needs (left brain) and enjoy with a practice session or a competition of choose a healthy plate, which includes creative thinking color combination and food preferences (right brain). This approach is successful both in young and older adults [27]. A study with an education program of nutritional guidance and application about meal preparation or diabetes cooking led to improve eating habits, glycemic reductions, and blood pressure lowering effects. This study combined diet principles with creative and reasonable food choice for the better collocation of diets at each meal [28].

There has long been a call for diabetes educators to increase their level of knowledge about cultural differences, especially the food diversity for improve dietary compliance in populations and manage the different interpretations of health and illness by diverse communities [29]. For migrant or refugee communities is essential an effective health communication (diabetes prevention education, health promotion and management approaches) that is culturally suitable [30].

The proximity between the educator and the patient is fundamental. In intensive education programs, more chances and time are providing for health educators and patients to interact with each other. Not only is sufficient knowledge about diabetes control present in lectures every day, but discussion opportunities are also provide after class for communication with educators and among patients. Participants must have opportunities to establish excellent mutual-trust relationships with educators. The congregate active atmosphere encouraged everyone to take his or her disease under control. The group motivation might contribute to the confidence and initiative of patients against diabetes.

Frequently, diabetes educators avoid opening the emotional window because they fear they do not have the skills to deal with an emotional outburst [31]. The nutritional diabetes educator, do not need to be a psychologist, because do not need to solve the problems or change the person's emotions. The diabetes educator is to create an environment in which emotional reactions are valid and the patient can be expressing it freely. Often, patient only need an opportunity to express their emotions, frustrations, anger, etc. and have their feelings validated by their health professional.

Finally, given the complex relationships that exist between patients with diabetes and their family members it is important for diabetes educators to understand the role of the individual's family context in their diabetes management. It is appropriate to include the family members in the nutritional diabetes education program [32], encourage them to attend some classes and/or building meal plans in familiar groups. Their inclusion could help ensure both the person with diabetes and their family has a shared understanding ways to manage the diabetes. Family members also can help as peer leaders serving as a 'complement' to clinical care and diabetes self-management education and/or as a positive role model, someone who manages the day-to-day challenges of diabetes and remains well, enjoying the things they like.

Conclusion

The nutritional diabetes education is an important part of the therapeutic education in Diabetes. The educator demonstrates real knowledge and skills when they transform very complex
and complicated nutritional and diabetes information into simple concepts the individual and their family can understand. It is necessary to promote the nutritional diabetes education between the health professionals in the context of a clinical condition that can been improved by empowering the individual to achieve effective self-management.

The Dietitian, Nutritionist or health professional that works with nutritional diabetes education must view beyond nutrients and realize an educational program that includes memory and brain stimulation, lifestyle changes, cultural diversity, good relationship and the family members.
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